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Geography Review Corner 

Using Google Earth and Google Docs  

To Create Maps 
by Al M. Rocca 

 Last issue I wrote about the effectiveness of using Google MyMaps as an investigative tool in 

learning history. You might also consider advancing cartography skills in your classroom with the 

tandem use of Google Earth and Google Docs. While it is true you can simply convert Google 

MyMaps to terrain view and get a similar look that one would have in Google Earth, the latter has 

more functions that help probe a geographic understand of any given region—small to large, and 

when the final Google Earth product is brought over to Google Docs, students can analyze and de-

scribe, in written form, their finished map. 

 Let’s take a look at how we might do this as a class activity with step-by-step instructions. 

The following example is for middle to high school students, but the technique can easily be adapted 

for grades 3-5. 

Pacific Island Mapping Project 

 You will be using the “Tools” menu in Google Earth to answer unique questions about your 

island. Please do not just try to look up the information in Wikipedia as you will need to include fin-

ished images from Google Earth. Watch this video to see a sample of the tools and skills needed to 

complete the mapping challenge.   

Examples of each step are shown at the end of these instruction: 

Step 1: Bring up Google Earth and type the island place name you have been assigned. Click on 

“Search” and the program will zoom to the island. Let it go until it stops. You should see the entire 

island fill up the screen. 

Step 2: Click “Tools” at the top of the screen, then on “Ruler.” Look over the Ruler Options box. 

You should see Line, Path, Polygon, Circle, 3D Path, 3D Polygon. Select “Polygon”. You will now 

see two options: “Perimeter” and “Area”.  For Perimeter select the option “Miles” for Area select 

“Square Miles.”  Click anywhere on the shoreline of your island and begin to click more points as 

you go completely around your island. You will see the perimeter and area numbers increase as you 

move around the island. When you get close to finishing the program will complete the polygon and 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-GbZQZ8_nTVtxM_cShbkmS7rMBKGOXdE/view?usp=sharing
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you will have your final calculations to report (Be as accurate with the shoreline as possible). You 

need to report both Perimeter in miles and Area in square miles. Take a screen shot of your work 

(make sure the Ruler box is showing in the screen shot as well as the name of the island (see my sam-

ple video as shown above). Save this photo. 

Step 3: Go to the right side of the screen to “Street View” (It is like a human statue icon).   Drag the 

icon to anywhere there is a road. Once the image photo of the street view comes up use the two move-

ment circles (the top one is labeled “Click to Look Around” and the circle below is “Click to Move 

Around.” Try both of these until you are happy with the view (see my sample in the video). When 

you are satisfied take another screenshot (make sure the locational information at the bottom right of 

the screen is showing so I know the latitude and longitude, elevation and eye altitude. Save this pho-

to. 

Step 4: Now click on “Exit Street View” (top right corner). You should see the regular satellite view 

from above showing your point on the road. Go the tool bar (top left of scree) and select “Add place 

mark”. The Yellow pin marker will appear on the exact spot of the road you selected. Also, a dialog 

box should have appeared. Click in the Name box to give your picture a name. You will see latitude 

and longitude also. In the “Description” area provide a few sentences about what you see in the photo 

(the general area of the place would be good to provide). When done click “OK” Take a screen shot 

of this and save the photo.   

Share Maps with Class 

There are several ways teachers can have students share their completed maps including inserting 

them into Google Docs and Google Slides. Once the maps are embedded, students can add descrip-

tions, photos, and audio comments.  

Depending on the number of computers available, you can have students do the activity individually, 

in pairs, or groups of 3-4. If students are assigned in a group, be sure to assign specific tasks for each 

student and you might consider having them switch roles after the Step 2. 

Extending the Activity 

Here are some ideas for this activity for different grades levels. In each of the scenarios below, stu-

dents can use either the English, Metric, or better yet, both systems of measurements.  

3rd grade: calculate the perimeter and square feet of their school yard, a neighborhood, any local geo-

graphic feature. 

4th grade: calculate the perimeter and square miles of California, their county, city limits 

5th grade: ditto above for the United States or any state. They could also map the size and extent of 

the 13 colonies, Appalachian Mountains, Confederate states vs. U.S. states in the Civil War,  

6th grade: ditto above for any of the ancient empires—usually defined by rivers and mountains. Medi-

terranean Sea, expansion of Roman Empire. 

7th grade: ditto above for breakup of the Roman Empire, feudal kingdoms, Holy Roman Empire, 
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Step 1: Here is a screenshot of the island of Maui sized in the computer screen and ready for students to begin their 

mapping of perimeter and square mile/kilometers. Notice all “Layers” (left) are off. 

Step 2: The student has begun to trace out the perimeter of Maui. Notice the box in the upper right; it calculates the 

miles marked out at this location from the beginning point. 
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Step 2 continued: The student has completed his/her trace of the island of Maui and their total miles traveled is noted in 

the dialog box. Students can now do a screenshot and save the photo.  

Step 3: Here the student has clicked on the “Roads” box under Layers (left side). The main roads of Maui are now visible 

and the student can move the “Street View” icon to any location on any road. 
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Step 3 continued: In Street View, the students maneuver around to select an interesting scene for that location. They take a 

screenshot and save the photo.  

Step 4: Lastly, the student can mark their Street View location. A dialog box allows them to write a description about this 

location.  
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Outstanding New Civil War Photos 

Library of Congress  —  Liljenquist Family Collection 
  
 There is nothing like using primary source material to engage students in the study of histo-
ry. Photographs are a powerful tool to let students “really see” what it was like: their faces, clothing, 
environment and social situation. The Liljenquist Collection is chockful of interesting photos you 
can download and use in your presentations or, better yet, in student group research projects. All 
photos have been digitalized at high resolution in three download file sizes to fit your classroom 
needs. Go to: http://www.loc.gov/pictures/   Then scroll down to the Liljenquist Collection 

 

 
 

Soldiers of a Rhode Island Infantry Regiment 

with three African American boys. 

Unidentified  young 

Union soldier. 
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